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Abstract 
 

For the “hottest and coolest” mission to the Sun, FIELDS is the science instrument suite on the Parker Solar 
Probe (PSP) spacecraft that measures the magnetic fields in the solar corona during close approach to the 
Sun. The FIELDS instrument suite features five electric antennas and three magnetometers. The 
MAGnetometer (MAG) boom accommodates all three magnetometers and one of the electric antennas, the 
V5 antenna. The unique PSP sun shield – known as Thermal Protection System (TPS) – generates an 
umbra for the spacecarft and instruments so that the temperature environment is manageable during close 
approach to the Sun. The cone-shaped umbra tapers off towards the bottom of the spacecraft. With the tip 
of the deployed boom 3.5 meters away from the bottom of the spacecraft, the umbra imposed a tighter 
alignment requirement for the deployed boom than the instrument pointing requirement. This paper 
describes the design, development and verification of the Mag boom. Included are the dynamic analyses 
of boom deployment using Adams software, and the verification of the final on-orbit boom deployed position 
using the V5 antenna, solar limb sensors, and spacecraft attitude maneuvers.  
 

Introduction 
 

Parker Solar Probe is a mission to touch the sun. It is the first-ever mission to get as close as 6.16 million 
kilometers to the sun. The mission is planned for seven years, including 24 orbits around the sun using 
seven Venus flybys to gradually reduce the perihelion distance relative to the sun. The spacecraft is about 
the size of a small car. The thermal protection system on top of the spacecraft is made from a 11.43-cm-
thick carbon-composite structure which can withstand temperatures of up to 1,400 degrees Celsius and 
beyond. There are four major investigations for the mission: 1) Fields Experiment (FIELDS) is designed to 
measure magnetic fields in the solar corona; 2) Integrated Science Investigation of the Sun (ISOIS) will 
make observations of energetic electrons, protons, and heavy ions that are accelerated to high energies; 
3) Wide-field Imager for Solar Probe (WISPR) will take images of the solar corona and inner heliosphere, 
solar wind, shocks and other structures as they approach and pass the spacecraft; 4) Solar Wind Electrons 
Alphas and Protons (SWEAP) Investigation will count the most abundant particles in the solar wind and 
measure their properties such as velocity, density, and temperature. This paper focusses on the 
magnetometer boom that accommodates four of the FIELDS instruments. 
 

MAG Boom Description 
 
The Parker Solar Probe Mag boom measures 3.5 meters long. It has two saloon-door style hinges, two 
composite boom segments, four instruments, two connector brackets, and one harness bundle, weighing 
a total of 9.02 kg. It was restrained to the spacecraft with two launch locks, the +Z lock and the -Z lock. The 
two boom segments were made from a layup of M55J/RS3C uni-directional carbon-fiber cyanate ester pre-
preg. 6AL-4V Titanium end fiitings were bonded to the boom segments with Henkel Hysol EA-9360 
adhesive. The four instruments included two Fluxgate Magnetometers (MAGi and MAGo), one Search Coil 
Magnetometer (SCM), and one V5 antenna. They were all populated on the outward segment of the boom 
assembly to allow maximum distance from the spacecraft while staying within TPS shadow, the umbra. 
Each instrument came with a harness pigtail that connected to either of the two connector brackets based 
on where each instrument was located. This arrangement allowed last-minute instrument replacement, if 
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there was a need, without disturbing the test verified harness bundle loops and restraints across both hinge 
joints. There was a G-10 spacer, coated with BR-127 ESD, placed under the shoulder hinge to thermally 
isolate the deployed boom from the spacecraft. See Figure 1 for MAG boom description, and Figure 2 for 
deployed boom and umbra.  
 

   
 

   Figure 1. MAG Boom Assembly Description        Figure 2. Deployed Boom and Umbra 
 

TiNi FC3 frangibolts were used as the release actuators for both +Z lock and –Z lock. Each lock assembly 
used a Viton pad as a shock damper. There was also a preloaded spring plunger at the +Z lock to provide 
a push-off force at the separation interface during deployment. To maintain Mag boom magnetic 
cleanliness, the plunger was installed on the launch lock housing that mounted on the spacecraft. There 
was no spring plunger at the –Z lock since the outward boom was preloaded at the –Z lock. The boom 
spring-back force after frangibolt firing was much higher than the push off force from the plunger. On orbit, 
after firing the +Z lock and –Z lock in sequence manually, the Mag boom swung away from the spacecraft 
and deployed toward the bottom of the spacecraft. It went through a transient phase of over-travel and 
under-travel and settled to the final position. The final Mag boom position was controlled by the hinge 
holding torque. Similarly designed hinges were used on multiple previous APL missions with excellent, 
successful heritage [1]. Figure 3 illustrates the Mag boom deployment sequence.  

  

 
Figure 3. MAG Boom Deployment Sequence 
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Ground Test Verification 
 
In the early program phase, an Engineering Model (EM) boom was built to demonstrate the design concept, 
the hinge performance, the harness routing scheme, the boom deployment transient behavior and the 
deployment settling time. Multiple standalone in-air deployment tests on an air-bearing table sucessfully 
demonstrated the Mag boom performance. Qualification level environmental tests performed using the EM 
boom validated the structure and thermal design margins, and also demonstrated compliance with the 
alignment requirements. Figure 4 lists the EM boom test sequence, including hinge test, bond joint strength 
test, boom segment bend test, boom assembly tests, as well as alignment verifications.  
 

 
Figure 4. EM Boom Test Sequence 

 
The Flight Model (FM) boom was built under extreme control for maintaining magnetic cleanliness. Only 
magnetic-clean certified tools were allowed in the designated Mag boom work area. Acceptance level 
environment tests validated the FM boom workmanship. Standalone in-air deployment testing using flight 
frangibolt actuators verified the boom deployment sequence and deployed boom alignment. Figure 5 shows 
the FM Mag boom standalone deployment test. Figure 6 lists the FM boom test flow. 
 

 
Figure 5. Flight Boom Deployment Test 
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Figure 6. FM Boom Test Flow 

 
After integrating to the spacecraft, the Mag boom was included in some spacecraft level tests, including 
pop-and-catch followed by partial walk out, mass property, vibration, acoustic, thermal balance, and full 
walk out tests. Figure 7 lists the Mag boom related spacecraft level test flow.  
 

 
Figure 7. FM Boom Related Spacecraft Test Flow 

 
The spacecraft full boom walk out test was performed to verify that the full boom range movement, plus 
over travel motion, was free of obstruction from Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) blankets, harnesses, tapes, 
and other surrounding components. With the spacecraft lifted in the air and the boom positioned below the 
spacecraft, the test introduced a major safety concern. The final test approach was to maneuver the boom 
using extension rods so operators could avoid working under the suspended load. The test procedure was 
rehearsed several times using the EM boom and a spacecraft mock up. The final full walkout test was 
successfully performed on the spacecraft with no abnormal findings. See Figure 8.  
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      EM Boom Practice  Spacecraft on GSE Dolly    FM Boom Test 

 
Figure 8. Boom Full Walkout Test on Spacecraft 

 
 

Dynamic Analysis of the Mag Boom Deployment 
 
Deployment Analysis Background 
The Mag boom assembly mechanical deployment was demonstrated and verified at various phases, from 
the engineering model stage to flight model stage. The critical verification was the final, flight-like integration 
level, flight model stage where all flight components including harness, harness connectors, harness 
holdowns,  thermal blankets and micro-meteoroid shielding were assembled onto the Mag boom, along 
with mass simulators in place of flight instruments. Test verification of deployment was the confirmation of 
the two Mag boom arms swinging out and settling into their design positions, which were validated with 
precision alignment measurements. 
 
In the preliminary design phase, a boom-deployment analytical model was built using Adams multi-body 
dynamics software. The model was not very detailed in complexity, but was sufficient to provide an 
indication whether or not the dual-arm Mag boom concept would work for the Program. The deployment 
simulation based on this model provided a level of confidence that the sweep of the arms would not impact 
the spacecraft, and that the torque at the hinges would be adequate to deploy the Mag boom to its intended 
position. 
 
Another Adams model was built in the later phase, after the final flight-like integration and testing phase, to 
closely represent the final flight deployment test behavior of the Mag boom. The objectives of generating a 
test-verified model were to observe the dynamic effect of deployment of the Mag boom on the spacecraft, 
and to have the capability of running various scenarios of spacecraft maneuvers in orbit and other dynamics 
related predictions or validations. The Adams model can provide a validation, or at least an indication, of 
the dynamic measurements received from the spacecraft.  
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Description of Adams Model 
The primary Mag boom assembly geometry was imported into the Adams model. The analytical model 
consisted of the shoulder hinge, the inner boom, the elbow hinge, the outer boom, the primary launch lock 
and snubber, the secondary launch lock, and the four instruments that mount on the outer boom (Figure 9). 
Harness and blankets were included as smeared masses on the two boom segments. The flight-like Mag 
boom that was installed on the deployment, gravity-negated table was weighed so that the Adams model 
mass could be adjusted to match. All the components in the Adams model were treated as rigid bodies, 
each having its own mass moment-of-inertia and center-of-mass. Since the Mag boom in the deployment 
test was oriented with hinge axis being vertical, and the booms were supported on the deployment table 
with compressed air bushings, it was assumed in the Adams model that gravity was negated. 

 
Figure 9. Adams Multi-Body Dynamics Model of Mag boom 

 
There were three boundary constraints in the Adams model. The shoulder hinge bracket which tied the 
Mag boom to the spacecraft was fixed in 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF). The primary launch-lock bracket on 
the inner boom, close to the elbow hinge, held the other stowed end of Mag boom in 6 DOF. The secondary 
launch-lock bracket at the tip of the Mag boom was also fixed in 6 DOF. These launch-lock constraints were 
timed to be removed in the solver in order to release and deploy the Mag boom. A preload force was applied 
at the snubber between the booms when the outer boom folded over the inner boom in the stowed 
configuration. The force was derived from a flexible Nastran static analysis of the Mag boom. This force 
was a timed reaction between the two booms, and as the outer boom moved apart from the inner boom, 
the force went to zero. Hard stops in the rotations of the shoulder and elbow hinges were modeled as stiff 
impact-contacts. 
 
To provide the work required to open each hinge, a spring torque was applied at the shaft of the hinge. This 
torque was not defined as a typical Adams built-in torsion spring with a stiffness and a preload. Because of 
the nature of the “saloon-door” hinge, which was sprung in both directions, an equation had to be derived 
to apply this reversing torque that was based on the angle of the hinge brackets. There was a minimum 
torque designed into each hinge of approximately 2.26 N·m, where the minima of the torque curve was 
situated, and that minima corresponded to the angle of the settling position of each boom. A damper was 
designed into the hinge to reduce the overtravel of the hinges and to absorb some energy before the hinges 
impacted their hardstops (Figure 10). The components of the damper were included in the multi-body 
simulation, and to account for the activation of the damper, a rotational spring-damper function was 
modeled that applied the damping only when the damper brackets had rotated with respect to each other. 
Friction was also included in the hinge modeling. 
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Figure 10. Components of a Mag Boom Hinge as Modeled in Adams 

 
Comparison of Deployment Test and Simulation 
Spring torque, damping, boom kick-off preload and contact stiffness-penetration were adjusted and a 
simulation that had a close representation of the deployment behavior and duration was progessively 
developed and established. The main correlation goals for the Adams model were to generate the same 
deployment shapes, and to complete the deployment close to the same duration as the deployment test. 
Figure 11 shows the Mag boom on the deployment platform and the Adams model prior to actuation of the 
release mechanism. Figure 12 through Figure 15 capture the major deployment shapes of the Mag boom. 
Figure 16 shows the final position of the Mag boom after release and settling from its oscillation. 
 
The simulation appeared to capture most of the dynamic behavior, in particular the overtravel of each hinge, 
the trajectory of each arm due to the multiple joints of the boom, and the max swing during oscillation. It 
was noted, while tuning the parameters, that the time of the shapes in the analysis tended to be quicker in 
the early part of the deployment, and then ended up taking a longer time to settle. The presumption was 
that the Adams model did not take into account the air resistance on the Mag boom surface, the friction 
between the air bearing and the platform, and the additional weight of the air bearings and hoses, all of 
which would increase the response time in the simulation. At the end, where the settling time took longer 
in the simulation, the lack of air resistance was not impeding the oscillation of the Mag boom. Overall, the 
Adams simulation was deemed sufficient to describe the dynamic behavior of the Mag boom deployment 
as it closely followed what was seen in the test. As in the test, the simulation showed that the sweep and 
reach of the arms would not cause any impact events with the spacecraft. 
 

 
Figure 11. Mag boom Test Configuration and Adams Model Prior to Release 
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Figure 12. Release Kickoff, Test at 0.5 sec and Analysis at 0.3 sec 

 

 
Figure 13. Elbow Hinge Overtravel, Test at 3.0 sec and Analysis at 1.2 sec 

 

 
Figure 14. Shoulder Hinge Overtravel, Max Mag boom Swing, Test at 12.5 sec and Analysis at 9.9 sec 

 

 
Figure 15. Mag boom Max Rebound Swing, Test at 21.0 sec and Analysis at 19.0 sec 

 

 
Figure 16. Mag boom Settled, Test at 70 sec and Analysis at 166 sec. 
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Prediction of On-orbit Deployment Effect on Spacecraft 
The Adams model of the Mag boom was integrated with a representative PSP spacecraft, matching the 
geometry, mass, moments of inertia, and center of mass of the spacecraft bus (Figure 17). The objectives 
were to observe how the analytical deployment affected the attitude of the spacecraft, and whether the 
behavior of the Mag boom and the spacecraft would couple together to cause an impact scenario.  
 

 
Figure 17. Mag boom Integrated on Spacecraft 

 
 

 
Figure 18. Mag Boom Deployment and Effect on Spacecraft 

 
Figure 18 illustrates the Mag boom deployment and its effect on the spacecraft. As the Mag boom unfurled, 
the spacecraft showed very small changes in attitude. When the fully outstretched boom swept toward the 
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rear of the spacecraft, there was a larger moment offset from the spacecraft, which caused it to rotate off 
its original attitude. The largest angle off the spacecraft axis was seen when the Mag boom reached its 
maximum overtravel after sweeping past the spacecraft axis.  
 
The angle was determined to be 12 deg, and after approximately 12 oscillations, the Mag boom motion 
damped out, and the spacecraft attitude settled at 7.6 deg (Figure 19). It was found that the spacecraft 
angular velocity during the deployment was at a max of 2.6 deg/sec (0.045 rad/sec). 
 

 
Figure 19. Attitude of Spacecraft Off-Axis was Max 12 deg and Settled at 7.6 deg, while Max Angular 

Rate was 2.6 deg/s 
 

On-orbit Deployment and Final Position Verification 
 
On-orbit deployment of the magnetometer boom began on Flight Day 2, just after 24 hours post launch. 
Many factors influenced the decision to deploy the boom so quickly after orbit insertion including the 
blockage of thrusters that needed to be commissioned prior to a trajectory correction maneuver one week 
after launch, and diminishing data rates as the vehicle traversed farther from Earth. The on-orbit deployment 
verification consisted of three significant parts: confirmation of the fracturing of the intermediate frangibolt 
prior to detonating the primary frangibolt for boom motion, confirmation of the primary frangibolt fracturing 
causing boom motion, and final verification of the position of the magnetometers. 

Intermediate Frangibolt Detection 
Frangibolt heating for the Mag boom Hinge Release +Z Tall Side on the primary side was initiated with 
temperature and timing cut-offs to prevent continuous current draws in the case of a failure. Proper 
actuation of this frangibolt would not result in boom motion, as the actual deployment consists of rupturing 
two frangibolts. Even with the nominal plan of heating the frangibolt through both the primary and secondary 
paths, it was desirable to confirm the breaking of the first frangibolt prior to releasing the second frangibolt. 

Without motion of the magnetometer boom, it was unlikely that the science magnetometer on the boom 
could be used for verification of the fracturing of this first frangibolt. Looking at other possible sensors 
capable of detecting such an event, PSP is equipped with a Northrop Grumman Scalable Space Inertial 
Reference Unit. This inertial measurement unit consists of four low noise hemispherical resonator gyros as 
well as four accelerometers, enabling sensing of both rotational and translational motion of the spacecraft. 
Additionally, each set of four sensors is arranged in a tetrahedral, allowing for redundant sensing of events; 
that is, a glitch on a single sensor can be distinguished from an actual event that would be observable on 
multiple sensors [2]. 
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As shown in Figure 20, when the temperature of the frangibolt reached its fracture temperature near 70°C 
at time 75 seconds, an impulsive disturbance was observed across all four gyros. This is indicative of the 
frangibolt breaking and imparting its energy on the spacecraft. While this is not a guarantee of proper 
actuation, this disturbance level is significantly above the observed quiescent noise floor and the close 
proximity to the stated fracture temperature is a strong indication. The absence of a disturbance when the 
redundant current path was exercised reinforces that conclusion or leads one to a double fault scenario, 
seeing both paths would have not properly activated the frangibolt.  

 

Figure 20. +Z Mag Frangibolt Actuation, Gyro Rate Time Histories 
 
During ground testing, some activation signatures were sufficiently small that they were unobservable in 
the time histories directly. For those cases, the method of using shock spectrums proved to be sufficient. 
By analyzing how the frequency content in the gyro measurements changed over time, one could discern 
the impulsive event as a release of energy across a broad spectrum of frequencies. The on-orbit activation 
of the +Z Mag frangibolt is shown in Figure 21. The in-flight signature was similar to ground test spectrums. 

 

Figure 21. +Z Mag Frangibolt Actuation, Gyro Rate Shock Spectrum 

With positive confirmation of the +Z Tall Side frangibolt released, it was deemed safe to proceed with the 
full boom deployment. 
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Second Frangibolt Detection 
The fracturing of the –Z Short Side frangibolt for the magnetometer boom hinge release occurred in a similar 
fashion to the +Z Tall Side, without the need to scrutinize the gyro data to determine if the deployment 
transpired. Like many spacecraft, PSP was mass and power constrained, leading to the selection of small 
reaction wheels. While the size of the wheels is suitable for nominal operations, the rate of change of the 
momentum of the deploying boom was sufficient to overwhelm the torque capability of the wheels. Instead 
of engaging thrusters to counteract the momentum of the deploying boom, since the vehicle was in a benign 
orbital location from a pointing standpoint, the spacecraft was allowed to be pulled off attitude by the boom 
deployment and autonomously return to the desired attitude. This sequence of events is displayed in Figure 
22. 

Figure 22. Attitude Response to Magnetometer Boom Deployment 

At time 30 seconds, the boom begins to deploy and brings the spacecraft off sun-point, peaking at 
11 degrees off its initial attitude. Over the next 60 seconds, the boom motion dampens out, following which 
a slow recovery slew imparted by the reaction wheels is performed. The complete time from initial boom 
motion to restoration of attitude was on the order of 180 seconds. 
 
Deployed Boom Position Verification 
The FIELDS Instrument Suite is a set of 5 voltage and 3 magnetic sensors designed to measure DC and 
fluctuating magnetic and electric fields, plasma wave spectra, the PSP’s floating potential, and solar radio 
emissions. To achieve this goal, the varying sensors are located across the spacecraft, with four located 
on the magnetometer boom. These four consist of two fluxgate magnetometers, a search coil 
magnetometer and a voltage sensor (V5 Sensor) [3]. To survive solar thermal inputs and to function 
properly, these sensors must be maintained in the shadow of the spacecraft. During commissioning, an 
activity was planned to verify the coarse positioning of the boom prior to the first solar encounter to ensure 
the safety of the instruments. It is important to note that while the V5 Sensor is a voltage sensor, it is also 
photosensitive and can be used to determine if solar input is incident on the detector.  

To accomplish the verification, vehicle slews moving the Sun out from behind the Thermal Protection 
System and down each optical axis of the seven sun sensors were performed. Locations of the sun sensors 
and V5 Sensor are shown in Figure  23. While the slews were designed to illuminate the sun sensors, they 
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were not sufficiently large to illuminate a correctly positioned magnetometer boom, nor the bar of the V5 
Sensor. Nominal shadow patterns are presented in Figure24. Absence of a Sunlight signature on the V5 
Sensor during the slewing profile would indicate the boom was positioned correctly in the umbra, behind 
the spacecraft. Temperature data was also monitored during the slews. Confirmation of the proper attitude 
profile was performed using star trackers, gyros, and sun sensors. 
 
Following the on-orbit execution of the slews, Guidance and Control analysts and FIELDS scientists 
reviewed the data collected and determined that the coarse alignment of the magnetometer boom was 
nominal, inside the umbra of the Thermal Protection System. This has now been corroborated by three 
separate solar encounters where no ill effects of solar intrusion on the boom have been noted. 

 
Figure 23. Placement of the V5 Sensor and Sun Sensors 

 
 

 
Figure24. Shadowed region at the V5 Sensor 
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Conclusions 
 
The Parker Solar Probe thermal protection system umbra created a unique alignment reqirement for the 
MAG boom. Multiple G-negated boom standalone deployment tests with both EM boom and flight boom 
validated boom alignment accuray and repeatbility. The ADAMS model analysis provided a prediction on 
boom deployment motion, angles, and settling time in space. The on-orbit boom position verfication using 
V5 instrument, solar limb sensors, and slewing the spacecraft confirmed a successful boom deployment to 
the nominal position.  
 

Lessons Learned 
 

• Prior to PSP, all APL saloon-door style hinge deployables were deployed with one hinge line at a 
time. Deploying two hinge lines at the same time had not been previously performed. With PSP bi-
fold Mag boom experience, it is proven that deploying a Mag boom with two hinge lines at the same 
time is feasible. 

• Add a position indicator at each hinge joint to provide a positive indication of the final deployed 
position. 

• Plan to provide as many blanket grounding points as possible. For the Mag boom, there were 34 
grounding points available. However, for the two Flexgate magnetometers alone, there were 64 
ground lugs to be grounded. Needless to say, there were boom blankets and SCM blanket ground 
lugs that need to be attached also. It was a big effort to figure out how to attach all the blanket 
ground lugs. 

• Always include safety engineers in the deployment test planning at the beginning. For the full boom 
walk out test on the spacecraft, there were a lot of safety concerns. Final test strategy was approved 
by both APL and GSFC safety engineers. 

• Future efforts to correlate an Adams model to a test setup should include ground-based and 
ambient characteristics. Such as air resistance, frictions and drags from ground support equipment 
sources. 

• Ground tests should include all teams responsible for in-flight monitoring. This will allow the teams 
first-hand knowledge on how data was collected and how to properly interpret the data that feeds 
into the analysis. 
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